
TemPower 2 ACB

Benefits for Users and Specifiers





 1. Overheating protection for the conductive path

 2. Double-break contacts for fast interruption

 3. Maintainability

Benefits



 1. Overheating protection for the conductive path

Benefits



 Overheating is the commonest cause of  switchgear failure

 Most switchgear protection is from current, not heat

 Heating of  conductors by the following causes is ignored

 loose connection bolts

 ventilation failure

 worn contacts

Why do I need overheating 

protection?



 Is the best method of  identifying future failures

 Minimises invasive maintenance

 Improves integrity

Overheating Protection



3C system



 BT (British Telecommunications)

 CODELCO

 The Rosebery Group

 ACB at a switchgear test laboratory which completes up to 

4000 operations / year

Clients



Endorsements



Improved Reliability

 FREE extended warranty!

 Terasaki will provide 

extended warranty of  3 

years for circuit breakers 

which are supplied with 3C 

overheating protection.

3C protection
=

3 year warranty



 2. Double-break contacts for fast interruption

Benefits



Double Break 

 The unique “DoubleBreak” 

main contact system ensures 

extremely fast interruption 

of  short circuit currents

 Conventional break time is 

70msec

 TemPower 2 breaking time 

is 25~30msec



Double Break 

 The circuit is broken at two 

points on each pole within 

the breaker

 Two breaking points per 

pole ensures the total arc is 

longer

 Arc voltage is reduced by 

50% on each contact



Double Break 

 Erosion of  contacts is 

minimised



Double Break

 Symmetrical double break

 Moving contact is isolated 

from the supply voltage 

even when the ACB is 

reverse connected.



Double Break

 All other manufacturers 

have a single break system 

that requires a flexible 

conductor which remains 

live even when the ACB is 

open



The Unique Double Break 

Contact Mechanism



 3. Maintainability

Benefits



 The unique design of  

TemPower 2  incorporates its 

isolating clusters and racking 

mechanism on the ACB body, 

unlike other manufacturers.

Contact Maintainability



Contact Maintainability

 All other manufacturers have 

their isolating clusters on the 

chassis



 Cluster sockets on chassis

 Long Mean Time To Repair 

(MTTR)

 Switchboard shutdown

 Low Maintainability

Reliability and Maintenance



Reliability and Maintenance

 Cluster sockets on body

 Switchboard in service

 Short Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)

 High Maintainability



 Fixed and moving contacts can 
be changed in 15 minutes per 
pole, by the user.

Reliability and Maintenance



 No need for expensive service 
visits

 No special tools required

 Low maintenance and 
downtime

Reliability and Maintenance



MEAN TIME TO REPAIR (MTTR) & MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURE (MTBF)

MAIN ACCESSORIES OCR MOTOR UVT SHUNT MECH I'LOCK DOOR I'LOCK AUX SW OTHERS

ACB's 630A - 6300A

Diagnosis 15 mins 15 mins 15 mins 15 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins

Repair 30 mins 15 mins 15 mins 15 mins 30 mins 30 mins 10 mins 10 mins

Test 30 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins

MTTR 30 mins ~ 2.5 hours overall depends on the fitted accessories

MTBF 27.4 years based on Manufactures Data

Note 1

The MTTR figures above are based on having spare parts to hand. This can be reduced to 5 
minutes if a standby breaker is available.

Note 2

The MTTR figures can be reduced to about 30 mins if a replacement approach is adopted, 
rather  than the diagnosis and repair approach.

MTTR and MTBF


